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Key Market Themes

Fundamental economic data continues to support the continued risk-on market sentiment. VIX and HY spread confirm the equity 
market rally. Major government yields are consolidating in last few weeks. Copper and WTI Crude Oil are also taking a breather after 
their dramatic rally. EM equity and US 30yr yield are at their key inflection point, which is worth closely monitoring for any trend-turning 
signal.

• VIX: Risk-On Market Sentiment Continues
• US 30 Yr Yield: At The Key Inflection Point
• US 10 Yr Yield: Consolidating, But The Uptrend Is Intact
• US 2s10s Yield Curve: Reached Our First Spread Target
• Bunds 10 Yr Yield: Uptrend Momentum Is Weakening 
• Bunds 2s10s Yield Curve: Bottomed
• Gilts 10 Yr Yield: Short-Term Uptrend Is Losing Momentum
• Gilts 2s10s Yield Curve: Short-Term Up, Long-Term Down
• JGB 10 Yr Yield: Around The Upper Bound of The YCC Range
• JGB 2s10s Yield Curve: Range Bound Continues
• US HY Spread: Tightening Trend Continues
• IG Spread: Lower Than The Pre-COVID Lows
• S&P 500: Uptrend Continues
• MSCI World Equity: Breakout Means Bull Market
• EM Equity: Facing A Big Test
• DXY Dollar Index: Turning of The Long-Term Downtrend
• WTI Crude Oil: Failed To Break Above The Key Resistance
• Copper: Too Fast, Too High
• Gold: Risk Is To The Downside
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VIX: Risk-On Market Sentiment Continues
• Equity implied volatility broke below the key support level – 20, which reflects the continued risk-on market sentiment.

• The downtrend continues.

• The next support is around 10 in our view.

Source: Bloomberg and MetLife Investment Management (MIM)
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US 30 Yr. Yield: At The Key Inflection Point
• The yield has rallied to the key market level, i.e., the upper bound of the long-term downward trading channel.

• We feel the RSI indicator in the second panel suggests that the bond is oversold. 

• If the RSI indicator crosses back below 70, it could indicate a turning of the current short to medium-term uptrend.

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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US 10 Yr. Yield: Consolidating, But The Uptrend Is Intact

Source: Bloomberg and MIM

• The yield has been consolidating around 1.65% in last few weeks. 
• The uptrend remains.
• We feel the next much stronger support is around 2%.
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US 2s10s Yield Curve: Reached Our First Spread Target
• The 2s10s spread has reached a key level – 1.5%.

• We feel a consolidation is very likely.

• The steepening trend remains.

• We see the next meaningful resistance range is between 2.5% and 2.9%, which is the peak level for the last several cycles.

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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Bunds 10 Yr. Yield: Uptrend Momentum Is Weakening 
• The yield has been consolidating in last few weeks.

• The short medium-term uptrend remains, but the momentum is weakening.

• The yield remains capped by the key support of – 0.205% 

• The yield remains well in the negative range.

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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Bunds 2s10s Yield Curve: Bottomed
• The yield is able to hold above the well tested bottom range between 0% and 0.156%, which has been held for the last couple of 

cycles. 

• The short-term trend is upward, while the long-term downtrend remains for this cycle.

• We believe if the yield could break above 0.41%, the next key support is about 0.61%.

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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Gilts 10 Yr. Yield: Short-Term Uptrend Is Losing Momentum
• The yield has been consolidating in last few weeks, while the short-term uptrend is intact. The momentum is weakening as well. 

These patterns are very similar to other 10 yr. government yields mentioned in this report, since they are highly correlated.

• We believe the next support is about 0.955%.

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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Gilts 2s10s Yield Curve: Short-Term Up, Long-Term Down
• The short-term steepening trend may still have room to run.

• We feel the upper bound of the long-term downward trading channel is the next key support level.

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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JGB 10 Yr Yield: Around The Upper Bound of The YCC Range
• The yield is on the higher end of the yield curve control range – 0.1%.

• Although an overshot to the upside is possible in the short-term, we expect the yield to go sideways in the medium to long-term,
unless Bank of Japan adjusts the YCC range or changes the policy.  

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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JGB 2s10s Yield Curve: Range Bound Continues
• The yield curve is flat and relatively stable, compared to its long-term history, which results from the YCC policy.

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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US HY Spread: Tightening Trend Continues

• The spread broke below the key resistance level – 324, which confirms the risk-on sentiment in the equity market.

• However, the cycle indicator at the bottom of the chart shows that the spread may have reached the trough of this cycle.  The
spread is extremely rich, relative to its historical range.  

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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IG Spread: Lower Than The Pre-COVID Lows
• The IG spread has a similar pattern as the HY spread.

• We expect the spread to move sideways or tighten slightly.

• We believe the spread is extremely rich. 

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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S&P 500: Uptrend Continues

Source: Bloomberg and MIM

• As stated before, the uptrend for S&P 500 has continued. 
• The index has been able to hold above the lower bound of the upward trading channel, which suggests that the current uptrend is 

intact.
• The market breadth indicator in the second panel is supportive for the uptrend.
• However, we believe the pace of the current rally is too fast to be maintained for long term. Caution is certainly warranted.
• We feel the next resistance is about 4400/4500, and the next support is about 3800.
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MSCI World Equity: Breakout Means Bull Market
• World equity index broke above the upper bound of the upward trading channel, which suggests that the bull mark may continue.

• The breakout is mainly driven by the DM equity.

• The momentum indicator in the second panel is supportive for the uptrend in our view.

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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EM Equity: Facing A Big Test
• EM equity remains capped by the key resistance of 428.

• We feel the uptrend is intact, while the momentum is slowing down.

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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DXY Dollar Index: Turning of The Long-Term Downtrend

Source: Bloomberg and MIM

• The greenback broke above the upper bound of the downward trading channel, which suggests changing of the long-term downtrend.
• The short-term trend has turned upward.
• We believe if the index could maintain above 92, the next resistance is about 95.
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WTI Crude Oil: Failed To Break Above The Key Resistance

Source: Bloomberg and MIM

• The uptrend is intact. 
• However, the price failed to break above the key resistance of $65/66/barrel, which we feel is a cautionary signal to the current 

uptrend.
• If the price crosses below the green moving average line, it would imply to us a changing of trend and open the door to the next

support - $50/barrel.
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Copper: Too Fast, Too High
• After the dramatic increase of copper prices, the copper price is consolidating around the key level of 407.

• We feel the current uptrend is intact. 

• The momentum appears to be weakening.

• We do not see any signal to confirm peaking of copper prices, but it is worth watching out for any of these signals.

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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Gold: Risk Is To The Downside
• The short to medium-term downtrend continues.

• We believe the next support is about 1558.

Source: Bloomberg and MIM
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